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Abstract 

 

These fields are integrated to visualize and finalize the proposed development, in simulation environment. 

SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) systems and distributed control systems (DCSs) are 

widely deployed in all over the world, which are designed to control the industrial infrastructures, in real 

ways. To supervise and control the various parts of designed systems; trends to require a deep knowledge to 

understand the overall functional needs of industries, which could be a big challenge. Industrial field devices 

(or network sensors) are usually distributed in many locations and are controlled from centralized site (or 

main control center); the communication provides various signs of security issues. To handle these issues, 

the research contribution will twofold: a method using cryptography is deployed in critical systems for 

security purposes and overall transmission is controlled from main controller site. At controller site, 

multimedia components are employed to control the overall transmission graphically, such as system 

communication, bytes flows, security embedded parameters and others, by the means of multimedia 

technology. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems are type of industrial control systems (ICSs) and 

have prominent placed in real time industries. SCADA systems are extremely highly distributed and controlling 

based systems, even dispersed over various remote locations in the world. In SCADA network system, numbers 

of geographical distributed stations are connected and controlled by designated main controller, the  remote 

stations are may treated as field devices or sensor-devices. Each remote station and its processing is also 

managed and controlled by designated sub-controller, however, this is depends on requirements and size of 
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remote station, meaning that, in case number of field devices are configure to collect real time status (or points) 

of electric generation and distribution so, there must required a sub-controller to manage and controller the 

overall network structure of local station. Each sub-controller is remote located and supervised by main 

controller; this is a form of distributed computing in which applications are distributed in several systems, but 

supervised from central controller (s) [1], [2]. 

Typically, SCADA system contains basic five components in its network setup including central controller 

or master terminal unit (MTU), one or more sub-controllers or remote terminal units (RTUs), communication 

media, historian and human machine interface (HMI). Usually, MTU is designated as a main controller and 

located at main control center, RTUs or/and programmable logical controllers (PLCs) are treated as 

sub-controllers of SCADA system, which are connected with, and configured to collect information form field 

devices such as sensors and actuators, SCADA employed  various form of communication media such as 

radio transmission, cable connections, satellite transmission and others, to collected the information from field 

device and monitor the overall network structure, the real time information is manipulated between MTU and 

RTUs or/and vice versa and simultaneously stored in historian or in data based (i.e., MySQL)  and HMI is a 

form of graphical user interface that gives the facilities to configure the network setup, monitor the processing 

and automation, and visualizes the information of points changed and backup record of SCADA  system. 

Nowadays, SCADA systems are connected with several advance networks and by employing of internet 

technology, the end-users and operators can view the SCADA processes and also may supervisor and control 

from electronic devices such as laptop, desktop computers, tablets, cellular phones and others[1], [3]. Figure 

1visualizes the basic network structure of SCADA system. 

 

 

Figure 1. SCADA system 

 

Distributed control system (DCS) is also a part of industrial control system (ICS) and employed to control 

the industrial productions such as electrical generation and distribution, water and wastewater distribution, oil 

refineries, and others, which are located in same place. In DCS system, production is carried by various 

localized controllers (or sub-controllers) and supervisory control loop (or main controller) is used, and placed 

centrally to carry the overall production that may distribute among various localized controllers. By employing 

of modularization in DCS, number of tasks is distributed to localize controllers and after processing, they are 

combined to carry the whole production [1]. As consequence, this is a good approach that distributes the system 
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load to many sub-controllers and overall production is controlled and monitored via supervisory control loop 

[1—4]. The basic distributed control system (DCS) is illustrated in figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Distributed control system 

 

In table 1, the potential attacks and vulnerabilities are accounted that have been usually resided in industrial 

control system (ICS) [1—8]. 

 

Table 1. Security Attacks and Vulnerabilities 

 
 

2. SECURITY DIRECTIONS 

 

As consequence, number of vulnerabilities and security issues are accounted in transmission of industrial 

control system (ICS). At other side, security mechanisms are also used to defense or protect the communication 
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of ICS. Two generic solutions are identified for ICS that would be significant during security selection and 

design.    

I. The end-to-end cryptography mechanisms and other commercial security software’s are mean full, 

in case general industrial control system (ICS) security issues are considered.   

II. ICS uses proprietary protocols that will further interact with non-proprietary protocols for internet 

message delivery. Therefore, the best solution is to employs security mechanism (or cryptography mechanism) 

as a part of proprietary protocols rather than depending on end-to-end mechanisms and commercial security 

software’s. 

 

3. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

This research will be employed the multimedia technology to visualize the industrial control system (ICS) 

communication in graphical senses, which made easy for system controllers or/and end-users to view and 

control; the bytes are flowed with implementation of security and also visualized to better understand able for 

end-user purposes. The attacks influence is usually high in critical systems due to their operations or/and 

connection orientation, over physical link. In proposed study, security via cryptography will be implemented 

and accounted as a part of critical systems, which protects the ICS transmission over physical channel against 

attacks. For assessment and validation purposes, the mathematical flows would be generated for each operation 

during whole payload design and security deployment in ICS. 
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